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Abstract: In this article, the author considers the various theoretical approaches to the determination of the
principles of criminal policy. In theory of criminal policy, the problem of determination of the criminal policy
principles is fundamental. Modernization of the present criminal policy in the Republic of Kazakhstan requires
a rethinking of its fundamental principles, strived to humanization of criminal penalties, decriminalization of
some criminal offenses and civil society participation in the ongoing strategic policy of public authorities in the
fight against crime. Based on the opinions of the Russian lawyers, the author attempts to distinguish the
principles of criminal policy and law, which can reveal a relationship between the principles of criminal policy
and the principles of criminal law and expresses its disagreement with the strict separation of the principles by
certain authors. The author evaluates the study depth of the principles of criminal policy problems in the
studies of Kazakh researchers and reflection of these principles in the Concept of Legal Policy of the Republic
of Kazakhstan for 2010-2020. The author suggests own ideas of understanding, formation of the list of criminal
policy principles and the opportunity of their consolidation in legislation.
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INTRODUCTION specific functions and tasks more effective in conditions

The most important questions  related  to  the Thus, the study of the principles of criminal policy is
essence of the criminal policy are their content and sufficiently relevant, significant and relatively new for the
implementation. The content of the criminal policy reflects Kazakh legal science.
in determination of the objectives and appropriate It should be noted that the concept and a system of
required  tasks. Implementation of criminal policy is criminal policy principles are insufficiently analyzed in the
carried out by application of legislative approved and studies of national authors. In our opinion, the problem of
scientifically-based measures, methods and means. principles is insufficiently and fragmentary investigated
Determination  of  the  objectives,  tasks  and  the in spite of detailed studies of general problems of criminal
application possibilities of specific measures, methods policy.
and means  for implementation of criminal policy should Small number of comprehensive studies of the
be accomplished according to the special provisions or criminal policy principles of the Republic of Kazakhstan
ideas, which are known as the principles of criminal has a negative impact on the formation of the doctrinal
policy. provisions of criminal policy. The study of these

Principles of criminal policy should express both the questions can contribute to the development of the
true  will  of  the  legislator  and  the will of whole society, theoretical principles of the modern concept of criminal
as well as conform the advanced ideas of the world policy.
community that will provide the further development of To accomplish the present study, the author
criminal policy as a part of science and allow the legitimate appealed to the international experience, including the
contradiction to the formal approach suggested by law studies of Russian legal scientists. This approach is
enforcers during legislation implementation. justified in the terms of the fact that Kazakhstan and

The presence of the principles of criminal policy as a Russia have a similar legal system and recently moved
part of theoretical basis enables the science to perform the towards harmonization of legislation.

of emerging of the jural state as the Kazakhstan is.
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Public relations in the field of formation and policy are “initial social requirements that determine the
implementation of the criminal policy in the Republic of principles of organization and functioning as the system
Kazakhstan were selected as the object of the present of crime control in general and its subsystems; combine
study. them into single active structure, integrate various

The principles of the criminal policy of the Republic processes in the different subsystems into one general
of Kazakhstan as a target activity of the state served as trend of development which facilitates the effective impact
the study object. on crime in the direction desired for the society” [3].

General: In relation to any activity, the leading basic criminal policy principles is substantiated by numerous
concepts determining the general content of this activity, scientists-processualists. For example, according to M.
its main objectives and directions are the principles. Kovalev, criminal policy principles are designed to solve
Applying this definition to the criminal policy, the the preventive measures by social, organizational,
principles of criminal policy are leading and basic ideological and other means in contrast to the criminal law
concepts determining their content and implementation of principles which determine the penal methods and means
single functions, directions, measures and methods of of crime control [4].
crime control. In the manual edited by L. Belyaeva R.R. Galiakbarov also affirms that the principles of
emphasized that “... the principles “penetrating” the entire criminal law, criminal policy are predetermined by criminal
structure of criminal policy are its core and guideline for policy [5].  However,  there  are  contradictive opinions.
the fight against crime” [1]. V.V. Maltsev guesses that “the principles of penal policy

According to J. Hall “principles are the basis of the and criminal law on the content are very close to each
criminal law structure” [2]. other however there are some differences between these.

If the principles of criminal policy are obligatory Principles of criminal law are primary. The principle of
standard then they should refer to all solutions developed penal policy play the subordinate and official role which
at theoretical and conceptual levels. Compliance to the in this context serve to accurate and better reflection of
system of the criminal policy principles, their focus on the the content of the criminal law principles in the criminal
implementation of strategic and tactical objectives of legislation” [3].
crime control at all levels of appropriate decisions can be However, we assume that there is no need in strict
considered as legitimate, purposeful and substantiated in deviation between the principles of criminal policy and the
social and legal terms. In contrast, a digression and break principles of criminal law. Recognized principles of
of  the principles results “by definition” in the recognition criminal policy in the majority are fixed in criminal
of solutions as insignificant. legislation for instance in the Criminal Code of Russian

It is important for the modern concept of the criminal Federation. Thus, the basic ideas, the provisions in the
policy principles to develop a single solution regards to criminal policy and criminal law are common and there is
relationship between the criminal policy and criminal law a certain relationship.
principles. These principles are interrelated and Moreover, the relationship with the principles of
interdependent,  i.e.  they are characterized by the legislator law in the preparation of law drafts aimed at
properties of any system, in this case, the general system crime control is obvious.
of law principles. At the same time, the principles of In this case, an idea of Y.E. Pudovichkina and S.S.
criminal policy and criminal law do not completely Pirvagidova appears as the most convenient and indicate
coincide. In our opinion, criminal policy principles in that “the criminal policy principles are the guiding ideas
purpose are the wide categories and mostly are and general principles of all its areas: penal, criminal
implemented through the criminal law principles but procedure, executive and criminological. These are
require some components. Considering the relationship comprised into the general concept of the principles
between  the  principles  of  criminal  law and criminal which determine the specific functions of the state in the
policy,  Yu.E.  Pudovichkin  and  S.S.   Pirvagidov  note: penal policy” [3].
“In conformity to the crime and punishment, the scientists In the several studies, the principles of criminal policy
emphasize the presence of the principles of criminal are interpreted through constitutional principles such as
(penal) policy, criminal law, criminal legislation, the compliance to the human rights [6]. However, authors
codification of penal standards, categories and using this approach often admit the incomplete
institutions of criminal legislation: Principles of criminal conclusions regards to specificity of criminal policy [7].

Derivation  of  the  criminal  law  principles  from
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A number of foreign doctrines offer their approaches Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, although
to the group of principles of criminal policy. In United they are mentioned in previous Concept of legal policy of
States, the conservative social movement “Right on the Republic of Kazakhstan [13]. Such principles as
Crime” offers the crime control based on the transparency justice, humanity, economy of criminal repressions,
principles of crime policy, priorities for crime victims and inevitability of criminal responsibility and punishment,
public safety, socialization of convicts after sentence and adequate protection of victims’ rights including the state
prevention of repeated crimes, cost efficiency and have been listed in this Concept.
economy [8]. Another American author suggests the There are no specific list of criminal policy principles
justice, balance, clarity, consistency, transparency, cost in the new Concept of legal policy of Kazakhstan [14],
efficiency and reflection of the urgent needs of society as however the subparagraphs 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 indicate that
the principles of criminal policy [9]. the humanism, justice, decriminalization of certain acts of

British researcher Roger Grimshaw believes that the less  aggravating  acts  remain  as  the fundamental
criminal policy should be guided by principles of principles of criminal policy including new principle of
objectivity, transparency, effectiveness of measures, cost following to the standards of international law. The base
and time efficiency, priority of crime prevention measures ever principle of punishment inevitability was
and the minimum of suffering [10]. undeservedly neglected.

A press release from the European Commission on Principle of decriminalize of acts appears to be
Human Rights states the criminal policy principles such as derived from the principle of justice. In this case, we
the use of criminal penalty as the extreme measure, the consider this as a balance between criminalization and
restriction of the use of criminal sanctions against less decriminalization as a principle of criminal policy. Two of
serious crimes, considering the fundamental human rights these, in fact the opposite method should be in the
[11]. dialectical unity to achieve the main objective of criminal

The problems of the criminal policy principles in policy - reduce crime level and its retention in the
Kazakh legal doctrine were considered in the studies of relatively safe borders for the society and state [15].
B.J. Zhunusov, E.Zh. Zhumabaev and M.A. Democratization of criminal policy and criminal
Zhumaniyazov. legislation applied in the Republic of Kazakhstan in

M.A.  Zhumaniyazov formulated the definition of the present can be expressed in the Concepts and legislation
criminal policy principles of the Republic of Kazakhstan as in the principles of public control over efficiency and
the guiding ideas, principles and directions of the crime legality of criminal policy measures.
control based on strategic nature, predictability, The Concept of legal policy of the Republic of
international legislation and compliance with the Kazakhstan for the period from 2010 to 2020 are
conditions of modern crime control conditions [12]. determined as the key directions of further development

Taking to account the opinion of M. Zhumaniyazova of the criminal policy what to be accomplished by
that the principles of criminal policy are broader the adoption of the complex of certain measures in the
principles of criminal, criminal procedure and penal law criminal law, criminal procedure and penal field.
since their implementation requires additional legislative We propose the necessity of fixation of the principles
fields, their choice by this author excluding humanism of criminal policy in the standards of specified areas of the
principle, on our opinion does not reflect specificity of legislation, while maintaining basic, reasonable time and
criminal policy. practice provisions of criminal law and reconsider some

Analysis of the present Criminal Code of the Republic previous general provisions. In our opinion, to fix the
of Kazakhstan revealed the differences with the Russian general principles of criminal law congruent with the
Criminal Code where the system of criminal law principles principles of criminal policy, their integration in one article
is not determined and appropriate article 2 is called of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan is
“Objectives of the Criminal Code”. In the Criminal Code of more appropriate.
Russian Federation there is no chapter devoted to the
principles of criminal law like in the Criminal Code of REFERENCES
Russian Federation (Chapter 1, Sec. 1: “Objectives and
principles of the Criminal Code of the Russian 1. Criminal Policy and Its Implementation by the
Federation”). However, the principles of criminal law are Agencies of Internal Affairs. Manual, 2003. Ed.,
more or less represented and “smeared” in the text of the Belyaeva, L.I. Moscow: Akademiya MVD RF, pp: 45.
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